
 

 
 

The Story of Food Waste  
 

To learn more, visit www.hcwyco.org/fsat  

According to the EPA, we waste 133 billion pounds of food in the United States every year.
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 When food goes 

to the landfill it breaks down and creates methane, one of the most potent greenhouse gases that effects climate 

change. About half of that 133 billion pounds is wasted by households.
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 Much of the food that goes to landfills 

can and should be redirected to other sources that can still make use of it and keep it from going to waste. 

The EPA’s Food Recovery Hierarchy includes six recovery methods from most to least preferred: 

 Source Reduction 

 Feed Hungry People 

 Feed Animals 

 Industrial Uses 

 Composting 

 Landfill/Incineration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

While reducing the amount of extra food produced to begin with is the most desirable way of reducing waste, 

feeding people is a close second. 18% of Wyandotte County is food insecure, and 65% of residents are eligible 

for benefits like SNAP and free school meals,
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 so any food that we save can go a long way towards providing 

meals for those most in need right here in our community.  

However, not all food that gets thrown away is suitable for human consumption. Most food scraps make great 

animal feed, and reduce the cost of care for farmers and other animal keepers. At home, you can use some of 

your scraps to feed family pets or livestock (hens love fruit and vegetable scraps!). 

Another way to reuse food that would otherwise be thrown away is for industrial purposes. Many foods can be 

turned into valuable oils or biofuel that are greener alternatives to coal and natural gas, and are a good way to 

recover some of the energy that went into producing that food.  

Composting is another way to use the food that people or animals cannot eat. Composted food makes for a 

wonderful soil amendment in any gardens because all the nutrients from the food scraps get returned to the earth 

and used to grow new food. It can also be a fun way to teach friends, family, and children about the growing 

cycle and where our food comes from. Composting is also one of the easiest ways to keep food from going to 

the landfill as an individual or family, and there is a composting method out there for everyone. 

Food waste can seem like a problem that doesn’t affect you, but if you spend a week keeping track of all the 

food you throw away, it adds up more quickly than you think. The great thing about food waste is that you can 

very easily reduce your impact through making small changes to your lifestyle, like shopping from a list and 

planning your meals. Even making just one change can greatly reduce the amount of food waste you send to the 

landfill, especially if you encourage others to join in. Because if we all work together, we can make a healthier 

environment for our community. 
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 https://www.epa.gov/sciencematters/americas-food-waste-problem  
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 http://kcur.org/post/food-waste-weighing-down-us-food-system#stream/0  
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 http://www.feedingamerica.org/hunger-in-america/our-research/map-the-meal-gap/2014/KS_AllCounties_CDs_MMG_2014.pdf  
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